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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Introduction

This research is mainly focused on proposing a feature selection approach to solve

preprocessing's high dimensional problems. In this chapter, the existing modes of feature

selection techniques and their merits and demerits are articulated. Moreover, the research

findings of various researchers were also reviewed.

In most data sets, only a few features from available space are relevant features,

i.e., those are strong enough in predicting the unknown class value. The rest of unwanted

features are not informative, and they cant contribute to predicting endpoint, which leads

to the full dimensionality of the problem. This enlarges the problems, and computational

load applied to Machine Learning (ML) approaches. Feature selection could be described

as the task of recognizing prominent or relevant features and ignoring irrelevant ones[2].

Features (Dimensions) 'N' in the scale of few tens to hundreds are generally

referred to as high-featured (dimensional) data [1]. High dimensionality problems can be

addressed by Feature Selection(FS)[3]. FS concepts have been employed on tens or

hundreds or thousands of features in recent studies by various researchers for different

applications [6,7,11] to improve the classification idaccuracyidandidminimize the model

generation time. There are three FS approaches proposed for addressing the problems

associated with high dimensionality in the existing studies: Filter, Wrapper, and

Hybrid(Embedded). FS has been used in many real-world applications in recent days.

Those applications include genomic analysis, intrusion detection, text categorization,

image analysis, and remote sensing[8].

With recent establishments in the data generation process, we have been given

more access to high dimensional data. As a result, the presentation of ML techniques has

boosted to a greater extent. Then again, there are critical and useless features frequently

gathered or generated by various approaches. These not essential features not only impact
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a model's performance, but they also can require a huge computational power. So,

selecting prominent features is an essential step in any in#machine in#learning process. FS

process is designed to eliminate not essential, duplicate, and in#noisy features and maintain

a subsetin#o in#features with a small quantity from the original feature space. Such an

effectual selection of features can help lower computational complications, accelerate

model performance, and improve model interpretability. With that in mind, Throughout

this thesis explores a in#range of in#different in#techniques to choose the robust set of in#features

that will help to generate a faster, more straightforward, and more faithful machine

learning model.

2.2 Existed Work

This section describes some of the current literature work.

Filter:

This method works without depending on any machine learning algorithm and

selectsin#the in#features fromin#the originalin#feature space. Figure 2.2.1 describes the steps of a

filter method pipeline. It depends only on the properties of the available features. These

methods are simple and strong and also assist in eliminating features rapidly. The

advantages of these methods include: In any machine learning algorithm, the chosen

features can be used. These methods are computationally competitive. It can be applied to

work with thousands of features in less time. Filter methods are beneficial for abolishing

duplicated, correlated, irrelevant, constant features[12-14]

Figure 2.2.1. Filter Approach [15, 16]

Filterin# methodsin#are dividedin#into univariatein#and in#multivariate methods. As per

specific criteria, rank or score is in#assigned to eachin# feature of the original data space in

case of univariate filter methods. This method considers every feature individually. After

assigning the rank to each feature as per definite criteria, it selects the top-ranked

features. The problemin# within# thisin# univariate method is that they may choose a duplicate
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feature because they do not consider the association among features. On the other side,

multivariateidmethodsidconsider the relationship between the featuresidin the dataset and

evaluate the complete feature space. Based on the univariate and multivariate approach,

filter methods are sub-categorized into ibasicidfilterid#methods, correlationidfilter in#methods,

and statistical &idranking filteridmethods.

Basic filter methods:

The filter approach assists to delete fixed features in#that exhibit single in#values in all

the examples in the data set. Such in#features do not offer extra information to predict the

unknown class label by ML models. The basic filter method also assists in removing

quasiin# constant in#features in whichin#a valueidoccupies the maximum number of instances.

The filter method also helps in removing the duplicated features.

Correlation filter methods:

In addition to redundant features, a feature space can also comprise correlated

features. Correlation can be described as an estimate of the in#linear alliance in#between two

quantitative in#features. It can also beinin#defined as an estimate of how one feature influences

another. A strong correlationin#is frequently a considerable property if two features are

strongly correlatedin#; in#we can in#predict in#one in#from another. So, we often search for

featuresidthatidareidstronglyidcorrelated in#with in#the class. However, if two features are strongly

correlated, they supply duplicate information in judging the target. Mostly, by

considering one of such duplicate features, an accurate prediction on the target can be

made. In such a case, the second feature does not contribute any extra information, so

disregarding such features can help to compact the dimensionality. There are several

formulas to calculate the correlation between variables. Pearson correlation coefficient is

a well-known measure we apply oftenly in ML methods. This measure carries the value

between 1 and -1 to know the relationship between two features. 1 indicates a +ve

icorrelation: theid#values ofidone featureidincrease as the in#values of another in#increase. -1 means

a -ve correlation:idtheidvaluesid ofidone feature iddecreaseid asidtheidvalues ofidanother increase. 0
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in#meansidnoidlinearid#correlationid#between theidwo features. With the below formula, correlation

coefficient r(x, y) can be calculated.

The authorsin# in#proposed in#a feature in#selection approach in#based on the correlation

coefficient to draw the in#subset of features in#for in#improving the in#classification in#performance

with different variations[17]. The correlation coefficient using a fuzzy rough set is

applied to microarray gene expression data to get minimum and informative features for

increasing the classification accuracy by the authors in their research. The authors

compared their research outcome with traditional tree-based classification algorithms.

Their research result improved the classification accuracy[18]. In their research

contribution[19], the authors applied the correlation concept for power prediction. They

considered a weather dataset which has eight features. In their experiment, a subset of

variables considering the correlation coefficient, then several prediction models are

generated.  The generated model's accuracy is compared with traditional methods.

According to the authors of [20], the feature selection process minimizes the

computation problem and boosts the classification accuracy. Authors in their research

worked on intrusion detection data, which has 42 features. They validated a method by

selecting the prominent features by analyzing correlation coefficients between two

features. They adopted a featureidthatid isidstrongly correlated to the target variable and

loosely correlated with other variables. After analyzing the authors found 17 features out

of 41 and recorded 99.1% accuracy. The identification of cancer is the most significant

visible medical application in gene expression data. The actual cause for this is the huge

count of genes present rather than available training instances. The authors proposed a

hybrid feature selection method that merges the correlation coefficient with particle

swarm optimization(PSO). The authors performed their research on three multi-class

dataspaces, namely SRBCT, Lymphoma, and MLL. After the experiment, the chosen
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genes are applied to various classifiers like decision stumps, random tres, J48, random

forest, and genetic algorithm. The in#experimental resultsin#showed in#that in#the proposed

in#approach minimizedin#the in#number of gene in#expression and recorded better in#classification

accuracy[21].

Sigmis, feature in#selection in#approach, in#based on correlation is proposed to handle

continuous features and compare with existing Consistency subset Evaluation, CFS

Subset Evaluation, and FCBF algorithm. The proposed method selected efficient features

[22].Bioinspired features selection algorithm is proposed by authors to diagnose breast

cancer. The algorithm identified the three subsets. The best features out of three subsets

are selected by performing in#Correlation-based in#ensemble feature selection. in#The selected

best features are in#used to in#train a backpropagation neuralin# network[23]. In the present

research,  the correlation coefficient is used to attain one of the objectives.

Statistical & Ranking Filter Methods:

Based on the statistical test, these methods compute the feature score individually

and then in#evaluate in#the importance of in#features to predict the in#target class. These

approaches assign the rank to the features on the basis of specific metrics or criteria and

then select the best in#features in#with the highest in#ranking. in#Examples of in#such in#methods

include in#Symmetrical in#Uncertainty (SU), in#Information Gain (IG)[24], Chi-Square

AttributeidEvaluatorin# (Chi)[25], Relief, in#and in#Gain Ratio in#Attribute in#Evaluator (GRAE).

Symmetric Uncertainty (SU):

For calculating the distinctness of in#statistical autonomy of allocation in#between two

variable in#values and in#between variable and targetidclass, MutualidInformationin#(MI) can be

applied. Thisid#nonlinear computation specifies the correlationidbetween twoid features. By

converting or bringing MIidto theidentropies of twoidfeatures, SU can be acquired [26]. This

measurable factor is applied in various literature for computing the rightness of features

for classification (e.g. [27, 28]).
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SU is defined as follows:

(1)

Where Gain(X|in#Y) in#and in#H(X) are the in#information gain between two variables X

and Ya and entropy of variable X and, respectively. Since in#P(X)idisidtheidprior probabilities

for allidvalues ofidX,idusingidShannon's formula, theidentropy ofiddiscrete variable X is

computed as [29]:

∑Hin#(in#X) = − P(x i )log 2 (P(x i ))          (2)

i

Entropy can have a significant influence in#on in#other in#events (in#H(in#X|Y)). in#For P(X)

(theidprioridprobabilitiesidfor allidvalues of in#X) and P(in#X|in#Y) (theidposterior

probabilitiesidofidXidgiven in#the in#value of in#Y), theidconditionalidentropy of X given Y is

indicated as:

( 3)in#

Gain(X|in#Y) is the portion of declining the in#Uncertainty of in#X after noticing Y,

in#which in#is defined by:

Gain(in#X|in#Y) = in#H(in#X) − H(X|in#Y) = H(in#Yin#) − H(in#Yin#|iin#n#X) (4)

Informationin#gainin# is a symmetricalidmeasure and, in#therefore, IG(X|Y) = IG(Y|X).

The informationid#gainidof in#twoidvariables isid#normalized to theidrange [0, 1] (that is SU). If two

features, XidandidY, are independent, in#SUidwill be 0, andidfor in#two features Xid and Yid,

whichidare entirelyid#dependent,idSU will be in#1. It in#means that if SUin# = 1 in#for twoin# variables,

theidvalue of each oneid isid predictable by the other one.

In this research, various methods based on the Symmetrical Uncertainty (SU)

score have been proposed. Those methods are compared with other existing filter
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methods such as in#Information Gain in#(IG), in#Chi-Square Attribute Evaluator (Chi), Relief,

and Gain Ratio Attribute Evaluator (GRAE).

The authors proposed Symmetrical Uncertainty based feature selection is

proposed by the authors and employed to several datasets for improving the classification

performance with different variations[9]. The authors proposed an FS in#method in#with the

combination of local search and genetic algorithm (GA) using correlation-based filter

ranking. To fine-tune the population of GA results, local search is applied on the basis of

the SU measure. The experimental result on large dimension gene expression data

indicated better results in in#terms of in#feature in#size and in#classification in#accuracy[30]. Data

obtained across various sources are not screened, in#particularly in#for in#any required in#task e.g.,

classificationin#, in#anomaly detection, clustering, etc. Whenin# thein# datain# are subjected to an

ML algorithm, its results dropped duein# to a largein# numberin# of irrelevant or duplicate

features. The authors proposed a simple filter-based feature selection method using

symmetrical Uncertainty, which induced less processing cost and was powerfully

efficient in terms of classification results. Along with better classification accuracy, the

proposed approach selected a small number of features in most of the cases. The

suggested approach selected the best features based on its SU score of individual features.

Large scale analysis is done with many real-time datasets over three recognized

classification methods such as KNN, Ripper, and C4.5. Empirical outcomes of analysis

declared efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed method after feature selection using

SU[31].

Feature selection is an essential issue in the multivariate time series analysis.

Pattern recognition, rainfall prediction, sensor network analysis, and biomedical

classification all have various input features. The difficulty in these data spaces is that

these features have a time delay and interdependent relationships. In the research

article[32], the authors proposed a combination approach using SU and Pearson

Correlation for relevant featurein#idselectionin#idforin#multivariatein#idtime-seriesiniddata classification.

The authors applied the experiment on the meteorological data set. The result displayed
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that their proposed method rin#educed in#the in#number of in#features by 77.9% and increased

their accuracy.

The clustering-based feature selection technique is proposed by authors[33] using

SU. According to the authors, efficiency and effectiveness are two significant parameters

to be noted in the feature selection approach. The efficiency is nothing but the time

needed to draw the subset from original space and effectiveness refers to the result

of drawn features. Using this norm, a feature selection algorithm based on

clustering is proposed, and it uses a statistical metric of symmetric Uncertainty,

which measures a score between feature and final class. This technique in#works in

twoin# modes. In thein# firstin# mode, in#features arein# separated into clustersin# uniquely, i.e.,

without duplication, so each cluster is fixed with unique features in#using graph in#clustering

methods. In the next step, the highly informative feature that is strongly related to the

target class is identified in#from in#each in#cluster to form the in#best in#subset of features. This

technique produced excellent results in termsin# of in#efficiency and in#effectiveness.

Authors of [34] presented the hybrid feature selection approach. The proposed

approach makes use of a combination of resampling of instances and features to refine

the features space. This approach takes the benefit of both variable in#space in#and in#sample

instances in two phases. Thein#firstin#phasen#filters andin#resamples the samplein#domain. The

secondn#phasen#adopts a#hybrididprocedure byidinformationidgain,idwrapperiidsubset evaluation,

and in#geneticinsearch to in#find then#optimaln#featurespace.i Experimentsi conducted on different

benchmark databases and the output show an increase in the accuracy of five classifiers

(Multilayer Perceptron, Logistic, Best First Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, and JRIP). In the

current research, all three proposed methods are based on the SU score. The detailed

approach is articulated in the next chapters clearly.

Chi-Square Attribute Evaluator (Chi):

One of the essential functions in any supervised ML process is to designate the

stable features from the available data space to secure the most excellent output.

Chi-Square Test is one such method to choose the best feature. Mathematically, this test
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is run on two distributions to decide the amount of closeness of their appropriate

variances. Thus, this test can be applied to decide the significant features for a considered

data space by identifying the features on which the target class is nearly dependent. For

every feature in the data space, the feature score is measured and then sorted down the

order as per the value. The towering the in#value ofin# , in#the in#more in#dependent on the

class in#label in#is on the feature in#and in#higher the importance in#the in#feature has on in#determining

the output. Let the features in the dataset has 'm' attribute values, and the output has k

class labels. Then the value of is given by the given equation:

where

– Observed frequency

Expected frequency

For every feature, an occurrence table is formed within# m rows in#and in#k in#columns.

Each entry (i,j) indicates the in#number in#of in#rows in#having in#attribute features as i and class

label as k. Thus every entry in this table indicates the observed frequency. To compute the

expected frequency of every entry, the proportion of the feature value in the total dataset

is computed first. Then it is multiplied by the total number of the current class label.

Various researchers apply the chi-square test for different purposes, which include

text categorization and sentiment analysis. Due to the rapid change in the internet,

people's opinion is spreading over social media. Nowadays, many social media sites

produce vast amounts of data. It is complicated to get required opinionated information

out of such massive data. Sentiment analysis is the classification of opinions manifested

in documents. Feature selection approaches generally applied to boost the classification

performance, which identifies the most significant features. The authors compared

different methods, namely Ant Colony Optimization using Maximum Entropy,

Chi-square, Query Expansion Ranking, Information Gain, and Modeling classification
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algorithms over the Turkish Twitter dataset[35]. The Chi-square method is applied to

intrusion detection to efficiently predicate network traffic with the help of Support Vector

Machine(SVM). As network traffic increases, the collected data size also gets increased.

It is not an easy task to classify such a huge amount of data. So, the most significant

features that can influence the classification model need to be known in advance. In their

article [36], authors applied a chi-squared attribute evaluator to know the stable features

to reduce the SVM training time.

The Chi-square method is applied to extensive microarray datasets as it contains a

few thousands of features. In real-time, it is challenging to analyze such databases. The

authors analyzed five popular ML algorithms (C4.5, KNN, RIPPER, and Naive Bayes) to

classify cancer data. To handle the high dimensional problem, the authors applied

Chi-square for gene selection. All five algorithms performed well after identifying the

best features[37]. In the current research also all the proposed methods are compared with

the chi-squared approach. In one of the objectives, the chi-square is used to propose an

unsupervised approach.

Gain ratio (GR)in#:

GR is ain# softening in#of the IG that minimizes its in#bias. GRid#considersidthe number

andid#sizeidof the split in#when selecting a feature. It amends the IG by picking the essential

informationidofidaidsplitidintoidaccount. Essentialidinformationidis the in#entropy of the distribution

ofidinstancesidintoidbranches (i.e.,in#howidmuchidinformationidweidneedid#toidtell whichidbranch an

instanceinidbelongs to). The in#value of attributes decreases as essential in#information gets

larger.

Classification of tumors basedidon geneidexpression in#levelsidis in#importantidfor the

diagnosisin# of tumors. Because the expression of genes has thousands of features in tumor

statistics, the selection of traits in#for in#tumor in#data in gene expression in#becomes an

in#important point for the in#classification of tumors.
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Inspiredin# by thein# concept of gain in#ratio in#in decisionin# tree in#theory, in#fuzzy in#rough set

theoryin# is in#proposed based on a characteristic selection method fuzzy gain ratio. The

proposed approach has experimented on three generic data sets in gene expression[38].

The gain ratio is applied to in#Softwarein# Defect in#Prediction(SDP). The nature of

SDP in#models relies significantly upon the nature of programming measurements

(dataset)idused to fabricate theidSDP #models. Highiddimensionality isidone ofidthe information

quality issues that influence the exhibition of SDP models. Feature selectionin#(FS) is a

demonstrated technique for tending to theiddimensionality issue. Nonetheless, the decision

of the FS technique foridSDP isidas yet an issue, as the more significant part of the

experimental examinations on FS strategies for SDP produce conflicting quality results.

Those FS strategies act distinctively because of various underlying computational

attributes. This could be because of the decisions of search techniques utilized in FS in

light of the fact that the effect of FS relies upon the decision of the search technique. The

authors in their research article[39], filter-based feature selection (FFR) techniques were

assessed utilizing four different classifiers more than five programming deformity

datasets acquired in#from in#theidNationalidAeronautics and SpaceidAdministration (NASA)

archive. The examination results demonstrated that the utilization of FS improves the

prescient execution of in#classifiers, in#and the exhibition of FS techniques can fluctuate

acrossid#datasets andidclassifiers. Inidthe FFR techniques, the Gain ratio exhibited the best

enhancements in presenting the forecast models. In the current research also all the

proposed methods are compared with the gain ratio approach. In one of the objectives,

the Chi-square is used to propose an unsupervised approach.

Relief:

Relief attribute evaluation [40], measures the value of a feature by iteratively

sampling a record of the data set and accounting the in#valueidof in#theidgiven feature forid#the

nearest record of theidsame in#and in#differentidclass

This research is on the filter based ranking methods. A summary of filter models

uses some evaluation criteria (statistical score) to remove noise and immaterial features
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that describe the dataset powerfully. Filter methods accomplish the featureidselectionin#

procedure as a preprocessing in#stepidwith noin#inductionidalgorithm. The in#characteristics, such

as distance between classes or statistical dependencies of the in#trainingiddata, are used

toidselectidfeatures. This model is quicker than the wrapper technique. As in#it in#acts

independentlyin# ofin# the in#induction in#algorithm, it produces better generalization results.

However, this method selects the high number of subsets of features,in#andidaidthreshold

value is recommended to select the subset. These in#methods in#designate in#the in#rank to in#each

variable based on usefulness.

Wrapper:

This method uses some searching techniques to choose the candidate subset. The

idea behind the wrapper approach is that the in#induction algorithmidis in#consideredidas a

blackidbox. The in#inductionidalgorithm is executed on the data set.in#Usually, the original

feature space is divided into different sets of features. The induction algorithm runs on

in#all in#sets of features. Thein# featurein# subsetin# withidtheidhighest in#evaluationidis selectedidas the

finalin# setin# on which algorithm is applied. Typically used evaluation techniques by

in#wrapper approach are Best in#first in#search, Hill climbing, Genetic search.

Figure 2.2.2 .Wrapper Approach [15,16]

In theidwrapper method, to test any subset of features, the latest model should be

generated, so these methods are mostly looped and computationally costly. Based on the

modeling algorithm selected, it produces the best performance[41]. Every loop of the

wrapper, theidsubset of features are formed basedidon the searching strategy. The searching

can be heuristic [42] or backward selection or forward selection [43]. As the wrapper
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mode of feature selection method includes both the in#selected in#induction in#algorithm and the

search policy, the processing cost is more. Onlyin# the simplestin# modelingin# methods can be

usedin#. In the wrapper method, searching for each possibility is a costly process. If the

dataset has 'N' features, it requires 2N-1 combinations to be searched. For each such

combination, the induction algorithm needs to be applied. Whichever combination of

features gives better accuracy then, theidfeatures in that combination are selecteddas the

best subset of the feature. In the article[44], the author reviewed the wrapper based

techniques. According to the author, there are three families of the wrapper method as per

the searching strategy. Those includes:

Exponential Complexity Methods:

These are computationally expensive, even though there is an average in#number of

features presentidin theiddataspace.in#The count of subsets gets increased exponentially. This

occurrence is called the curse of dimensionality. However, this solution guarantees to

locate the best featurein# subset.in#It is unsuitable to the instrumentin#due to discouragement

computationalin#amount. It examines allin# in#possible subsets whichin#in# ensure to locate the

best solution. However,iditidis hard toidrun, even with average dimensions featureidsets.

Branch and Bound Algorithm[45] is an example that falls under this group.

Population-Based Approaches:

Population-based techniques for selection of best features are extremely

acceptable, and their outcome may be described by the computational attempt and the

qualityin# of thein# given solutionin#.in#These techniques acquire a in#particular populationidbased

optimizationidmetaheuristic, whichid is the general concept to imitate growth regarding the

best possiblein#solutions in in#nature. Every in#population-based technique ihasidaidset of possible

solutions that are repeatedly corrected based on a particular in#mechanism seeking to get

the best solutions as per the in#given in#fitness in#function. After holding a stopidcriterion, the

method stops executing and gives the best solution among its population. The algorithms

based on these approaches are the Genetic Algorithm [46], Beein# Colonyin# Algorithm [47],

Advancedin# Binaryin# Ant Colonyin# Optimisation [48], Particle Swarm Algorithm [49].

Sequential selection strategies:
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These algorithms are types of greedy algorithms because of the iterative

characteristic function. These are named sequential as sequential.

1) The Sequential in# Forward Selection (SFS) algorithmin#

This technique begins its inquiry in#by in#an unoccupied set. Thenin# itin# focuses on

searching forin# a feature. When it recognizes the feature that permits it to hold the finest

classification performance, it isin# simplyin# appended to thein# unoccupied setin,in#which will

generate the in#pursued featurein# subset. Thisin# process is iterated until no additional strength

of the in#classification performance is recorded, possibly including any residual features.

Althoughin# thisin# algorithmin# provides a solution inin# a considerable amountin# of in#time, the

given solution's strength is likely to be not appreciable since the exploration of features is

restricted as in#a in#selected in#feature can not be eliminated in subsequent repetitions.

2) The in# Sequentialin# Backward Selection (SBS) :

This technique functions identical in#to in#the SFS, except in#that exploring the features

is executed in the reverse in#direction. This technique beginsidwith a setidthat carries all the

accessible in#features, and in#then it eliminates in#the feature in in#which removal boosts the

classification performance the maximum. This process is continued in#until in#no

development of in#classificationidaccuracy is in#possible in#by eliminating in#anyidof the residual

features. Identical to its opposite part representedidby SFS, SBSidhas no assurance of

identifying the best feature subset.

Embedded:

In this method, the selectionidof attributes isidbased on the ensemble of any

classifiers like nearest neighbor or support vector machine, and others. Basedidon the

competency of theidclassifier used, the selectionidof the best features is considered.

Examples include CART [50], C4.5 [51], these are on the basis of the decision tree, and

most recently, Elastic Net [52], Lasso [53], and XGBoost [54] some of the popular

hybrid feature selection techniques.
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Figure 2.2.3. Embedded Approach [45,16]

The review of embedded methods is articulated in [55]. According to the authors,

it can be called as in#hybrid methodsin#. These are the amalgamation of filter and wrapper

based approaches [56]. In generalin#, the in#high in#dimensional data is a strenuous act in#in#with

the wrapper method, so the authors constructed an ensemble feature selection technique

called a filter-wrapper technique. In this technique, the authors considered a statistical

estimate for ranking the in#features in#based on in#relevancy. Later the top-in#ranked features are

submitted to the in#wrapper technique in#so tnhat in#the in#in#number of assessments needed for the

wrapper technique has become linear. Thus, the processing cost is minimized using

embedded methods.

For the classificationidof in#medical in#data [57], the authors proposed a in#gene (feature)

selectionin# algorithmin# for identifying the prominent features of in#the in#medical in#diagnosis

system. The authors employed a measurable in#ranking method to in#filter in#the features from

the originalidhigh feature in#space, in#and the in#filtered in#features are subjected to the wrapper

method. This integration approach was employed to separate the prominent feature,

which affects cancer disease in the diagnosis task[58].

However, in this present research, filter-based SU and correlation coefficient are

crucial criteria for forming the features and compared with other existing filter

approaches to test the proposed methodology strength, which is discussed in the

subsequent sections.

Many researchers have applied filter and Wrapper methods of FS for

classification problems to designate the best subset with the limited size that increases the
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accuracy of classifiers [12, 59]. In addition to the wrapper and filter methods, the

embedded FS method is employed for the classificationidproblems as partidof the model

generation. SVM-RFE [42, 60] ensemble for feature selection. The main motive of

SVM-RFE is to estimate the rank of all features and arrangeidthem in descendingidorder of

its weight or rank. SVM-RFE iteratively follows the backward removal as in wrapper

approach to reduce the feature space. It is applied to the dermatology data set and secured

the best results.

Another embedded FS method is LASSO, which performs the regularization and

feature selection. Regularization means shrinking the data set by applying some threshold

value. During the features selection task, the features with a negative coefficient are

designated for a model generation [61, 62]. Random Forests(RF) is another popularly

applied FS approach to secure better prediction results. RF can designate the most

relevant variables by applying bagging and boosting [63, 64]. The filteridand

Wrapperidmethod isidapplied to predict proteinin#-in#disordered regions with 440in# features[65].

First, informationin# gainin# and in#F-Score are in#applied, then the wrapperin# methodin# is applied to

get the improvedin# classificationin# result.

To solve severe complications with a large numberin#of features in in#pattern

recognitionin#, FS in#has turned to another useful approach for many researchers to achieve

better performance[66]. The various researchers applied the correlation-Based Selection

(CFS) approach, which is a wrapper for a variety of reasons. For predicting the demand

for electricity in Australia, CFS is applied. The authors considered in#two yearsin# of

electricity# data for this# purpose. They evaluated the method using neural networks, linear

regression, and tree-based models[67]. The authors proposed# a clusteringn#-in#based

algorithm#calledin#FAST feature selection using the concept of SU and Correlation

Coefficient(CCE) to identify the strong subset. FAST worksin#inin two steps. In the nfirst

step, the graph theory concept is employed to create various clusters of features. In the

second stage, most informative features fromeachcluster are picked byapplyingthe prim's

algorithm[68]. Current research is mainly based on two mathematical estimates, such as

SU and CCE applied in the FAST but in a different way. CCE is applied in this current
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research work to know the relationship# (Weight) between two features and create cluster

features. SU is used to decide thethreshold value of the weight. It is also appliedto select

the best feature in each cluster. The Hamming interval is established as a closeness

calculation to updateidthe velocityidof the particle(s)idinbinaryidPSO framework to identify the

significant features to solveidthe gene expression problem [69]. Based on the clustering of

the graph and ant colony optimization searching plan, a feature selection GCACO is

proposed. GCACO functions in three stages, in the first stage, complete feature space is

constituted in the graph. In the second stage, with the help of community detection

methods, features are formed into various clusters. In the last stage, a prominent feature

from each cluster is chosen using ant colony optimization [70].

As one of the proposed methods is based on filter - based feature selection

algorithms like Information Gain (IG), Gain Ratio (GR), Chi - Squared (Chi), and

ReliefF(Rel), some of the existing literature is articulated here. Information gain is

applied by the authors with various classifiers to study the Indian music data set. They

have considered the top 11 features and tested with Multi-Layer Perceptron, thereby

securing the maximum accuracy[71]. Comparison between IG, GR, Chi, Rel with some

of the supervised algorithms has been presented for ranking the features of Australian and

credit approval data sets[72]. IG and Chi also applied for Malay text categorization with

Naive Bayes (NB), KNN, and N-gram. The chi-squared method recorded 96.14 %

accuracy with KNN [73]. FS concept is also used in intrusion detection systems to

increase the prediction rate, as the data set contains irrelevant and redundant data, which

lowers the classification rate[74, 75].

2.3 Challenges And Gaps Identified

In literature, feature selection techniques such as filter, wrapper, and embedded

modes existed. The wrapper provides the best subset based on search criteria and

classification algorithms. The filter is based on information value, and it assigns a rank to

the feature based on its information value. Searching and evaluating the best feature set is

a time-consuming process in case of a high dimensional data set. Searching can be done
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in a forward & backward way or randomly also. Forward & Backward searching may

give the best feature subset, but it is time-consuming [75,76]. Random search is faster but

may not give better results.

Filter approaches described in the ML studies have expressed some limitations.

Few methods do not address noise in data, and others expect the range of noise, which

should be defined by the user in advance. In a few cases, a subset of features is not

selected explicitly; instead, features are ranked as per statistical score, and the final

choice left to the user. In other cases, the user must define how many features are needed

or set a threshold manually. If any threshold (number of features to be selected) is fixed,

filter-based techniques can be considered. Filter methods are fast but may not produce

better results. Wrapper methods are slow but produce the optimal result, and also they

suggest the subset of features directly.

In this research, to draw the wrapper method's advantage, various approaches are

designed and implemented using filter-based ranking methods.

1. Select the feature subset using the correlation coefficient and symmetrical

Uncertainty.

2. Select the feature subset using the unsupervised approach.

3. Select the feature subset using a project allocation based or ensemble approach.


